Mass Action to Stop TPP, TTIP, TiSA

#FallRising: November 14-18, Washington DC

Time to rise up! The United States is negotiating three massive international “trade” treaties—the TransPacific Partnership (TPP), the TransAtlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) and the Trade-in-Services Agreement (TiSA). These deals are crafted in secret by multinational corporations and big bankers for their own benefit at our expense. They will expand global corporate rule, harming the planet and people everywhere, and destroying democracy. The first of these deals, the TPP, was just finalized and will now head for a vote in Congress!

From November 14 to 18, 2015, people will converge on Washington, DC to demand that the United States drop these deals and create, in a transparent and democratic way, alternative international agreements that put people and the planet first. Our actions coincide with the APEC meetings in the Philippines, where US officials (including trade reps) will push the TPP and where our allies will hold mass protests.

Saturday and Sunday will include training with the Backbone Campaign, panels, and other events. Monday thru Wednesday are primarily days of action. If you plan your own event or action in DC during this time contact us to coordinate. Some housing is available—let us know your needs. People are coming by themselves or are organizing buses/carpools from their area. For questions or comments contact Mackenzie@PopularResistance.org.

www.FlushtheTPP.org (a project of PopularResistance.org)
@FlushtheTPP @PopResistance #FallRising #StopTPP #TPPBadDeal
The TPP, TTIP, & TiSA are much more than trade deals. They are corporate power grabs that impact every aspect of our lives. If passed, the TPP, TTIP, & TiSA would take away environmental and worker protections, offshore US jobs to slave-wage factories overseas, decrease wages, increase fracking, remove food safety laws, curtail internet freedom, inhibit access to lifesaving medicine, spur further financial deregulation and more.

These deals even give corporations the power to sue governments for any law or regulation that hurts their expected future profits. So, if your local, state or federal government wanted to put a ban on fracking or GMO foods, increase the minimum wage, or promote renewable energies, they could be sued and forced to remove the law. This new corporate law would supersede US courts including the Supreme Court.

The TPP, TTIP, & TiSA impact people of color, the poor, and oppressed communities most. These deals are tools of US empire, white-supremacy, and corporate capitalism. They would further privatize schools, prisons, and basic services (like health care or water), allowing the ruling class to profit from the destruction of black and brown communities. They would increase human and sex trafficking, forced migration, and the ongoing genocide of Indigenous peoples. Factory & industrial farms would displace small farmers. All of this would be upheld by more repressive policing and military intervention.

The world is rising against corporate globalization—thousands are taking the streets to stop these agreements and call for a new system that puts human needs before corporate greed. In solidarity we rise this November for global justice!

Register, learn more, join a working group, or get on the national calls. More info at www.flushtheTPP.org